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In Lithuania, various folk fiddling styles have developed in response to the intersection of several factors, including broad regional musical traditions, the physical specifications of the instrument, and the personality and experiences of the individual fiddler. The literary sources for Lithuanian fiddle playing date back to 1325, but notations of folk fiddle music appear much later, beginning in 1858. The Lithuanian word for fiddle, *smuikas*, was adopted from the western tribes of the Eastern Slavs, most likely in the tenth century. Recordings of fiddlers have been made from 1908 through to the present day, though, from the 1960s–1970s onwards, the living tradition gradually began to disappear.1 The present article deals with how various styles of Lithuanian folk fiddle music incorporate drones. The author intends to examine the degree to which these different styles are linked with regionally-defined musical traditions, and also how these styles have changed during the last two centuries.

Researchers have interviewed approximately 700 Lithuanian folk fiddlers, and made some 4000 audio or video recordings of the playing of over 400 of these fiddlers. Drones in folk fiddle music have been documented in four of Lithuania’s five ethnographical regions: Dzūkija in the south-east, Aukštaitija in the centre and north-east, Samogitia in the west and north-west, and Sudovia in the south. In the fifth region, Klaipėda, fiddlers (as well as mandolinists) played without open-string drones; bowed string ensembles omitted a bass, and even the voice of the third fiddler, called *bosinimas* (‘playing a bass part’), did not incorporate open string enrichment. This aspect of musical performance, as well as the aesthetics of Lietuvininkai, can be associated with a monodic folk singing tradition, Protestantism, and to some extent with relatively strong West-European influences.2

The present research is based on the analysis of audio and video recordings, plus transcriptions3 of performances by two hundred and forty-one fiddlers (see Figure 1). Fifty-seven of these fiddlers, mainly ones from Aukštaitija and Dzūkija, were interviewed and their music recorded by the author. All available materials bearing on the contexts of the music-making have been collated; opinions of the performers and informed listeners were also studied in order to reveal how they
Region | Fiddlers playing in pure drone style | Fiddlers playing in impure drone style | Fiddlers just occasionally using open strings | Fiddlers able to play in different styles | Total number
---|---|---|---|---|---
Dzūkija | 3+6+5 | 2+7+2 | 2+7+15 | 0+2+0 | 51 (7+22+22)
Aukštaitija | 1+4+2 | 1+3+3 | 6+17+11 | 4+3+2 | 57 (12+27+18)
Sudovia | 2+2+0 | 1+3+6 | 1+5+9 | 0+2+2 | 33 (4+12+17)
Samogitia | 0+4+2 | 3+12+13 | 7+21+33 | 2+2+1 | 100 (12+39+49)
Total | 6+16+9 | 7+25+24 | 16+50+68 | 6+9+5 | 241 (35+100+106)

The different numbers in each column reflect the three generations of the fiddlers under consideration.

**Figure 1** Usage of the Drone and Occasional Open Strings Enrichment in the Regions of Lithuania

perceived drone-infused fiddling and how to interpret these insiders’ specific uses of terminology. In order to elicit broad trends, the informants were divided into three ‘generations’, reflecting the periods in which they were born. The majority were born at the beginning of the twentieth century or between the two World Wars. The author has analyzed almost all of the recordings; some of them made in the 1930s – including ones made by fiddlers born in the second half of the nineteenth century, thus constituting the first of the three ‘generations’ – others during the 1960s–1980s.

From the general history of bowed string instruments, we know that the violin’s ancestors were among the drone (bourdon) instruments. According to Walter Bachmann,

the spread of bowing in Europe can be linked with the widespread medieval convention of bourdon accompaniment or with parallel organum or very early forms of medieval polyphony. The construction of the medieval fiddle with its bridge meant that the bow generally produced sound from more than one string at a time; the bourdon strings accompanying the melody created a drone background. The principle behind the sound production of the fiddle and that of the hurdy-gurdy was thus the same in the early phases. Only with the further evolution of bowing technique did the separate sounding of individual strings and the differentiation of angles in the bow’s movement gradually develop.4

Thus, playing with a drone might be considered to be intrinsic to the roots of the bowing of string instruments.

Rudolf Maria Brandl, author of the most detailed and universal classification of various drone (bourdon) forms, noted that the drone can be interpreted either as being within a system of melodic relations or as a different phenomenon, a harmonic drone. His classification is based on configurations of features of the drone’s time structure (rhythm), texture (build-up), succession of the tones, space (vertical) relation to a tune, the timbre (tone colour), mode function, and cognitive function. He also emphasized that drone musical instruments persisted longer in
those European folk traditions where modal scales were used. At the same time
that given drone instruments were displaced by other musical instruments, the
associated modal tone system changed into the major-minor system coupled with
functional harmony.⁵

Latvian ethnomusicologist Martin Boiko has reviewed the origins and
meanings of the European definitions of ‘drone’ (‘burdon’),⁶ as well as the earliest
historical evidence found in music research from the thirteenth century to the end
of the twentieth century. He explained semantic connections of these definitions,
not only with musical subjects – a deep growling or droning tone, drone devices
of musical instruments, for example, a drone pipe of the organ or bagpipe, drone
strings of stringed instruments (such as the vielle, the hurdy-gurdy, the fiddle), or
a deep sounding bell – but also with animals (mule, donkey), insects (bumblebee,
honeybee), and with related mythic beliefs. He concluded:

During the twentieth century the definition […] has experienced a significant
specification and expansion of its meaning. […] From the drone as an archaic
relic, a characteristic of primitive cultures and old folk music, along the
intellectual ripeness of the multi-part music research it ultimately became a
universal basic phenomenon of the music’s formation.⁷

Folk fiddle music studies in various European countries have encountered
different forms and styles of polyphonic fiddling, the structure of associated music,
typical modes, a drone’s vertical relation to a tune, articulation (bow-strokes), and
changes within time; and symbolism and connections with the customs of, as
well as evaluations by, given societies. Researchers agree that polyphonic fiddling,
featuring open string drones, belongs to older fiddling styles, ones emphasizing solo
playing, and that general forms and specific features of archaic fiddles are connected
in significant ways to these styles.⁸

One of the first Lithuanian fiddle music researchers was Rimantas Gučas,
who gathered instrumental music intensively in the 1960s. In his article about two
tunes by the eastern Lithuanian (Ignalina district) fiddler Petras Kardelis, he wrote
that Lithuanian folk fiddlers are used to playing in several voices: basically, the tune
presented on one stopped string plus another voice on an open string. He found
that it is only in an ensemble that a fiddler plays in just one voice: ‘Musicians with
less imagination often execute merely a melody, too’.⁹ Kardelis was able to play in
different ways: he performed a polka mainly in a single voice, but in a wedding
march ‘polyphony is quite rich, though mostly homophonic […] When there are
two tunes subsequently interflowing into one pitch – executed on two strings in
unison – it is a typical pattern of the simplest Lithuanian folk polyphony.’¹⁰ In his
next article, ‘The Fiddle in Lithuania’, Gučas asserted that ‘when playing alone a
musician strives to compensate for the lack of harmony by including more voices.
When several musicians play together – along with accordion and other instruments
the main melody, which is performed more animatedly and brightly, usually falls to the fiddler.\textsuperscript{11}

In her previous works, the author of this article stated that ‘throughout Lithuania up until now the old polyphonic styles, having the distinguishing features of more linear playing, heterophony, drone, and parallel fifths, were not completely replaced by homophonic style’,\textsuperscript{12} and that drone fiddling and active non-legato articulation, and intensive, rich sound seem to be linked with a solo fiddling tradition.\textsuperscript{13} In her investigations of the Samogitian, Sudovian, and Aukštaitian folk fiddling, she noticed that some fiddlers liked playing open-string drones.\textsuperscript{14} However, the current article presents a generalised investigation of the drone styles of Lithuanian folk fiddle music for the first time.

**General Characteristics of Lithuanian Drone Fiddling Types**

Considering the main character of the Lithuanian folk fiddling drone polyphonic styles, the author divides them into two types: 1) pure\textsuperscript{15} or continuous drone; 2) impure or discontinuous drone (see Figure 1). In the first case, fiddlers play almost all of the time on two or more strings and use double-stops, mainly fifths; single voice melodic pitches rarely appear separate from the droning of the open strings. A chord outlining the seventh $a^1$ to $g^2$ in the key of G might be interpreted as a hallmark of such a style and of non-homophonic musical thinking. In the second case, the drone is used in sections of music not shorter than a phrase (or two bars), which are usually interrupted by monophonically- or homophonically-structured sections of music, sometimes with occasional open string enrichments and double-stops. Some fiddlers belonging to younger generations play only parts of some bow strokes with drones.

Occasionally or rarely used open strings are striking in a melodic fiddling style which differs markedly from drone fiddling. Double-stopped thirds and especially sixths in parallels may be interpreted as hallmarks of a homophonic texture. Some Lithuanian folk fiddlers were recorded more-or-less consciously playing not only with the bow’s hair, but also with its stick. In that way they produced an additional drone of noise.

A drone in Lithuanian folk fiddle playing is usually performed below, but occasionally above the melody. It consists of one or two pitches, usually of open strings, or more rarely produced by stopping the string with the first finger. The drone can match the tune’s main rhythmical values and nearly always coincides with bow strokes, since non-legato articulation predominates in drone-infused fiddling styles. A sustained pedal in Lithuanian folk fiddling has not been documented, though one could imagine hearing this when listening to the music of fiddlers sharing melodious sound and using more legato (see Figure 2).

The drone is most typical in fiddling in the keys of D and G, and appears more rarely in F, C, and A. However, some skilled fiddlers use it in all of the keys in which they play, as well as in higher registers up to $e^3$. In pure drone styles, the drone’s vertical relation to a tune is not critical. Since the open strings have a
particular sound colour, differing from that of the stopped strings, such drones can be characterised additionally as sound-colour drones, and as such bear a specific psychological function.16

**Figure 2** Kadrilius (third part, second time). MFA KLF 6087/80. Played by Kazimieras Lipkevičius, born in 1925 in Prienai district, Lelionys rural-district, Būda village; recorded by M. Urbaitis, D. Guliokas in 1973. Transcribed by Gaila Kirdienė.

The first Lithuanian folk fiddle music recordings show that at the beginning of the twentieth century there were fiddlers in all regions of Lithuania (many of them born in the nineteenth century) playing in different ways: entirely or occasionally with drone or in a homophony-like build-up with double-stopped notes, or playing a single melody (see Figure 1).

**Drone Fiddling in Lithuania's Ethnographic Regions**

Aukštaitija is considered Lithuania's main region of multi-part music making: *sutartinės* polyphony, drone (bourdon), and homophony. The bagpipe, dating back to the sixteenth century in Lithuania,17 was very popular in eastern Aukštaitija, and was used until the middle of the twentieth century in the districts of Ignalina and Švenčionys. It was played solo or along with the fiddle or other instruments.18

The hurdy-gurdy, a poorly-researched drone music instrument which appears in Lithuanian literary sources beginning in 1580,19 was known in the Vilnius district as well as in other areas. A sculpture at St Jonas church in Vilnius represents the poet Ludwik Władysław Franciszek Kondratowicz (Sirokomla)20 playing the hurdy-gurdy.

Use of drones in Lithuanian vocal music is quite a new topic. Until now, researchers have explored drone-infused vocal music not only from Aukštaitija, but also from other regions of Lithuania.21 The same might be said about instrumental music which is linked with the vocal music in many genres: songs, marches and some dances. Lithuanian folk fiddlers were usually able to play various musical instruments, not excluding the polyphonic ones, and to sing.
Lithuanian ethnomusicologist Daiva Račiūnaitė-Vyčinienė agrees with Boiko that conceptualising the drone as a musical idea based on the semantics of folk terminology – but not the specifics of the structure of the tunes or musical texture – associates Latvian drone songs with Lithuanian polyphonic vocal and/or instrumental compositions called *sutartinės* (and some other songs), and incorporates them into a more broadly European drone music context. Both of these Baltic singing traditions have similar terms relating the deep bagpipe-like pedal or syllabic drone and ostinato to the semantic field of real or mythical creatures, for example the biological drone (male bee), owl, bittern, wolf, and devil, or other mythic creatures of the Earth and Underworld as well as to droning, booming, or humming musical instruments such as the humming-top or spinning-top (Lith. *ūkas* or *vilkelis*), bullroarer (Lith. *ūžynė*), bagpipe, and a big bell.\(^{22}\)

The main Lithuanian word for ‘playing the fiddle’ (or more rarely another musical instrument) is *griežti* (‘to play’ or ‘to grate’). Its derivations are *griežynė*, *griežtuvas* (‘the fiddle, violin’) and *griežiklis* (‘the bow’). In Gervėčiai rural district (in Belorussia), where a community of mainly Lithuanians live – like an island among the Belorussians, preserving Lithuanian archaic culture into the present – the manner of playing all musical instruments or the sound produced on them is described by the polysemous word *ūžti*, which means:

1) ‘to produce a deep sustained sound, boom, thunder, din’;
2) ‘to hum, boom, buzz’;
3) ‘to pipe, hoot, ululate’ [as in birdsong];
7) ‘to sound’ [about the various sounds, voices, singing and playing];
11) ‘to amuse, revel, bluster’;
16) ‘to play a musical instrument’.\(^{24}\)

Also, in other places, eastern Lithuanians used this word to refer to the playing itself. A fiddler from Ukmergė district said: ‘When a stringed bass is played in an orchestra, the drum is not used, because together they produce too big a boom (Lith. *per daug ūžima*).\(^{25}\) Eastern Lithuanians say *ūžti* for the singing of the sustained drone-voice on the ū sound.\(^{26}\) The bagpipe’s drone pipe is called *ūkas*, in dialect *vūkas* (‘a drone’). The same word refers to two birds: the owl and the bittern. Among special musical compositions for multi-pipe whistles called *skudučiai* – which have no vocal versions – there is one, the deepest voice of which has a syllabic drone with a traditional notation ‘*u, u, ū*’ and is also named by the same word *ūkas*.\(^{27}\) Latvians have the related words *dūkt* (‘to hum, ping, growl, moo’), *dūkas* (‘the bagpipe’s drone pipe’) and *dūčējas* (‘singers performing a sustained drone-voice’).\(^{28}\)

Vocal and instrumental music intertwine in a kind of *sutartinės* called *maišytinės kūlinės* (‘mixed, collective’), which features a combined build-up encompassing polyphony, drone, ostinato, and homophony. Some such *sutartinės* types preserve pre-Christian mythical images and symbolism, for example, the vocal one called *Eik, oželi, vandenio* (‘Go, Lil’ Goat for Water’).\(^{29}\) The young goat is scared to go to the
water, because the wolf and the steward are watching for him. A sustained drone on ū of the composition’s deepest voice can be understood as the imitation of the wolf’s howl. This kind of sutartinė presents the myth – which could once have been a real ritual action performed in the late autumn or winter festivities – about the ritual making of a miraculous or magical musical instrument from the bones of a sacrificial young goat. This instrument sings or laments itself. In many versions, it is a stringed or wind instrument: the fiddle or Lithuanian zither kanklės, more rarely a trumpet, wooden flute, or a bagpipe (Lith. dūda).30

Another type of collective sutartinės is called ‘Buvo dūda Vilniuj’ (‘There Was a Pipe in Vilnius’). In the version ‘Buva dūdaį velniąs’ (‘There Was a Devil in the Pipe’), the middle voice imitates the bagpipe’s melodic pipe and the deepest voice imitates its drone pipe, regarded as the devils’ voice.31 There is some evidence that at the end of the nineteenth century this sutartinė was danced in a circle32 and called Suktinis (a ritual turning around dance).33 A text version of one such sutartinė has been documented as an imitation of the bowed string ensemble:

One fiddle plays:
‘Was an old woman in Vilnius,  
Was an old woman in Vilnius.’
Other replies high:
‘Maybe was, maybe not,  
Maybe was, maybe not.’
Third fiddle calls:
‘Was, was, how can be not,  
Was, was, how can be not.’
The bass calls low:
‘She was, she was, she was!’34

\[ \begin{align*}  
J & = 128 
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}  
\text{Bu-vo} & \quad \text{dū-da} \quad \text{Vil-} \quad \text{niuj.} 
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}  
J & = 150 
\end{align*} \]

The virtuoso fiddler Juozas Gudėnas, then aged fifty-five, was recorded in 1939 in a village called Bajorai in the Daugėliškis rural-district of the district Ignalina.35
He played a number of old dances, polkas, and a couple of marches. Among them he performed a two-part dance ‘Buvo dūda Vilniuj’ (‘There Was a Pipe in Vilnius’). Both the tune and text are reminiscent of the first and third voice of the sutartinė (see Figure 3). A considerably younger interviewee (born in 1931 in the same village) told me that Gūdėnas and his wife, a four-stringed bass player, used to play this tune for older men and women during dance evenings. The dancers used to sing along with the music. The interviewee sang some voices of this dance-song and even remembered that it was called sutartinė. Thus, it must have been sung in the multi-part way. At weddings, Gūdėnas usually played with an ensemble consisting of a fiddle, a folk accordion, and maybe a clarinet. Ensembles of this type were very popular in Aukštaitija (see Figure 4). Gūdėnas performed the vast majority of his repertoire in the key of C, with occasional use of open strings accompaniment. A few pieces by Gūdėnas are distinguished by a much greater use of doubled strings and leaps from the higher to the lower strings.

A younger fiddler from the same village, Petras Strazdas (1911–1993), was tutored by Gūdėnas. Strazdas played everything in the keys of G and D in pure drone style, with frequent leaps from the higher to the lower strings and vice versa. He used to accompany ‘in deep voice’ (Lith. storuoju balsu) in various ensembles consisting of one to three fiddles, a folk accordion, and sometimes a guitar and a small drum with jingles (see Figure 5). Gūdėnas had shown him a special ‘French method’ which he had learned from another musician. According to Strazdas, the essence of this method is multiple leaps: ‘the more often you walk across the strings, the nicer it is’. The first out of three Gūdėnas’s polkas by Strazdas is distinguished...
especially by its virtuosic rhythm, occasional transitional chromaticisms, and leaps from the lower to the higher strings (see Figure 6, overleaf). The music and playing style of Strazdas seemed very impressive to me when I visited him in 1989 during a fieldwork expedition. I documented one of his expressions: ‘One ought to have a tune in mind’. Having analyzed his tunes, one may assert that they are often based

![Figure 5 Petras Strazdas (fiddle) and Petras Subačius (son) playing at a wedding in 1961. Published in Kirdienė, Traditional Wedding, p. 46.](image)

on modal scales consisting of all available pitches on the string E or A, usually inclined downwards. This type of melodic structure, along with drone playing style and leaps across the strings, can also be found in Lithuania’s other regions, for example northern Samogitia, as well as in other countries, for instance Estonia.

Many older Lithuanian folk fiddles had bridges made by their owners; in eastern Lithuania these were sometimes nearly flat. A flat bridge helps the fiddler to play two, three, and even all four strings at once. Strazdas’s son kept his father’s fiddle, which has a low, almost completely flat bridge (see Figure 7, overleaf).

In 2011, Strazdas’s children gave me a tape to copy containing music by their father and his godson, a skilled accordionist. The fiddle is hardly heard in this recording, but there is no doubt that Strazdas played with open-string drones in all keys, which was remarkable. The A string sounds especially surprising in the key of B flat, as does the D string in the key of F.

In 2005, we recorded a polka called ‘Susirinko Grigo gryčia’ (‘A Houseful of Guests Gathered at Grigas’), performed by folk fiddler and accordionist Vytautos Rinkevičius from Ukmergė district (see Figure 8). Such a polka was usually performed when a lone fiddler or a mouth organist played at dance evenings for youths. According to Rinkevičius, ‘it was rather short music for dancing’. Therefore the young men usually started singing this tune: ‘Some of them sang, the others accompanied […] in a deep voice like the basses’. This polka has a collective sutartinė-like two-part song
with a syllabic drone on words *kumpis* (‘Ham’) or *tumba* (an onomatopoeic word). When talking about his playing, Rinkevičius used a typical expression for the singing of *sutartinės*, ‘to twine’, 46 ‘I was already able to twine tunes on the fiddle’.

Thus, not only the various multi-part music forms and ensemble music-making, but also the whole integral system of thought including ideas of sounding,
aesthetics, and mythical beliefs has the strongest traditions in Aukštaitija. Nevertheless, employing drones in the fiddle music of Aukštaitija was not as popular as it was in Dzūkija (see Figure 1). Only two out of twelve recorded fiddlers born in
the nineteenth century used drones within long sections of music, though quite a number of fiddlers born at the beginning of the twentieth century preferred playing with drones, like Strazdas. All of these fiddlers came from eastern and northern districts; not one was from the western and southern districts of Aukštaitija. Some uncommon viola-like tunings, used by one musician, were also documented there.

A great number of old fiddlers in this region have played in different ways. When we visited Juozas Vrubliauskas in 1997, he played a ‘Wedding March when Greeting Newlyweds’ that featured a rich build-up of textures. Indeed, marches are an example of a genre of music that many fiddlers usually played employing drones. My colleague asked Vrubliauskas if he played on two and more strings in the local tradition, and also if he could play something on one string. He replied: ‘Maybe it’s considered better, when [I play] on several strings’ and immediately played us a polka with a rare use of open strings enrichment. He also used various playing techniques to perform a tune (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9 Suktinis (first time), played by Juozas Vrubliauskas, recorded in 1992. Published in Kirdienė, Lietuvių liaudies smuiko muzika, no. 66.](image)

Due to the barren land, especially in so-called pinewood areas, Dzūkija is distinguished by its extensive agriculture and conservative culture in which archaic features are preserved. Beliefs in the magical powers of the fiddle, fiddlers, and fiddle music abounded here into the second half of the twentieth century. As late as the 1940s–1950s in this region, the fiddle was played solo, even at weddings (both at the bride’s and bridegroom’s parties). When the parties came together, musicians would form an ensemble. One of the reasons for inviting more musicians, for example a bassist, was the need to produce a greater volume of sound for the
dancers. The solo fiddling tradition of Dzūkai corresponds with their monophonic singing tradition.

In Dzūkija, pure or impure drone fiddling styles predominated. Many of the recorded fiddlers, born in the nineteenth century or at the beginning of the twentieth century, very often used open-string drones when playing on two to four strings at once. Many fiddlers called the G string bosas, boselis (‘a bass, little bass’). Only in the second half of the twentieth century did drone fiddling become less popular in Dzūkija, although some skilled fiddlers still preferred to play incorporating drones.

Two talented fiddlers from Merkinė rural-district were recorded in 1935 performing together and alone. The younger one, Izidorius Cilcius, aged around forty, was taught to play the fiddle by his father, especially to accompany the old dances. He played in an impure drone style, with lower or upper drones, unisons, and double-stopped thirds and sixths. The older fiddler, Julius Kopka, aged seventy-two, would only sometimes execute drones above or below the melody. He might have learned his playing style from his tutor, a well-known folk musician and former soldier called Sadauskas, who may have brought some musical innovations to the village.

A number of older fiddlers from Dzūkija tuned their fiddles up to a fifth lower than the norm. Petras Mulerskas, one of the oldest fiddlers recorded (born in 1865 in the Trakai district, Ausieniškės village), performed many ritual songs and other songs as well as polkas, waltzes, and a Šuktinis dance in pure drone style. However, he and another fiddler, a woman musician called Anelė Žiogelienė (born in 1898, and living in Viečiūnai village in the Ratnyčia rural-district of Druskininkai), were also able to play on one string. Each did this when performing a barely-remembered song. Accompanying well-known songs, like the wedding song, ‘Ar žiba žiburėlis’ (‘Is There a Light Shining’), which he sang himself, Mulerskas played with drones and also executed an octave e¹ e² on the upper strings (see Figure 10, overleaf). Such pure drone style was also characteristic of a fiddler born in the Seirijai rural district in 1901, Juozas Eimanavičius, who was recorded in 1994. At the age of fifteen, he started fiddling with his father at weddings, which characteristically lasted a week. The son ‘played bass voice’. Subsequently, he played a cornet in the brass orchestra of jaunalietuviai (‘Young Lithuanians’) for twelve years, but also preserved his archaic and very energetic drone fiddling style, particularly when he played solo (see Figure 11, overleaf) or in a duet with another fiddler.

Higher drones, on the E string (and in infrequent cases the A), are used more rarely than lower ones by fiddlers of all generations under consideration. Most typical of two areas, South-East and West Lithuania, such drones are rarely employed in North-East Lithuania (see Figure 2).

Skilled fiddlers of the younger generation were able to execute octaves (at least the octave b¹–b²) and occasionally used a drone on b¹. This way of playing is popular in South Lithuania and in a part of North Lithuania. The location of the well-known cultural centres of Lithuanian folk fiddling in South and West Lithuania (in the districts of Lazdijai, Seinai-Punskas, Marijampolė and Telšiai, Kelmė, and
One of the most typical examples of the pure drone style featuring parallel fifths can be found in the fiddling of Edvardas Kriauciūnas4 (see Figure 12). He grew up in a musical family; two of his brothers played bowed strings. They used to perform at weddings in an ensemble of two or three fiddles and a stringed bass.
When he was recorded, he complained that he was not able to play well anymore; his fingers lacked coordination. As a result, he played more one finger stopped fifths than he intended.

Sudovia is one of the smallest Lithuanian regions, and the one with the most intensive agriculture; it was the first region in Lithuania to adopt innovations from modern culture.65 Smaller and also larger string music ensembles – consisting of one to three fiddles and a dulcimer, a Lithuanian zither (kanklės), and later a mandolin or a guitar – were very popular in this region. Folk accordions and brass bands were also popular in Sudovia. The musical traditions of western Sudovia closely relate to those of Samogitia and Minor Lithuania, and, of the eastern part, to Dzūkija.

Of all parts of Lithuania, Sudovia has been the least-comprehensively researched by ethnomusicologists. Just three fiddlers were recorded in 1936–1937, and, in the second half of the twentieth century, this activity recommenced only in the 1980s. Thus, few older musicians in this region were documented (see Figure 1). Available recordings show that fiddlers born in the nineteenth century had a melodious sound and played very virtuosically, with many double-stops, among them parallel octaves. Nevertheless, these fiddlers liked lower or upper open-string drones, even when playing in the upper register up to d³ (see Figure 13, overleaf).66 Most fiddlers of the younger generations in this region who played in drone styles come from the area bordering Dzūkija.

Some Sudovian fiddlers had a special ‘drone tune’ in their repertoires. These tunes were often distinguished by their archaic modes, chromaticisms, and unusual performance practice. Such a polka was recorded in 1937. It was played by Jurgis Gudynas, who was born in 1862 in the village called Veselava in the Javaravas rural-district of the Marijampolė district. Up until the ending, the second part of this polka remains in the major-like A mode with a flat seventh (coinciding with the
The very talented younger musician Jonas Ragažinskas (1924–2001) from the same district played ‘Old Waltz’, taught to him by his father, also named Jonas, who was born around 1875. The tune of the first part of this waltz is in the range of a fifth with a sub-fourth (a fourth below the main step on the last up-beat), and does not modulate. It includes long series of cross-bowed sixteenth notes. The second part incorporates left-hand pizzicato (see Figure 15). If we were to notate the first part of this waltz as if it was performed with appoggiaturas, it would be reminiscent of a bagpipe tune; there is some slight evidence of the bagpipe having being played in this region.

Samogitian folk fiddlers usually played in ensembles. Fiddlers born between 1910 and the 1930s in the Telšiai district typically said: ‘One with the fiddle – that is not a musician. The bigger the band, the better […] In our villages almost everybody was able to play. During the dancing evenings it was only important to have the fiddles; [the musicians and dancers] never got tired.’ Musicians and the members of their families or communities clearly expressed the attitude that dances and

\[\text{Figure 13 Polka, played by Jurgis Gudynas, born in 1862 in Marijampolė district, recorded in 1937, transcribed by Rūta Žarskienė. Published in Nakienė and Žarskienė, Songs and Music from Suvalkija, no. 23.} \]
marches had to sound as loud as possible. Brass bands were also popular there, as in other districts of Samogitia. Many musicians were able to play from written music, though usually they played by ear. Fiddlers played in diverse keys (G, D, d, A, C, B flat, more rarely F). They called the keys ‘letters’; and older fiddlers there knew such ‘letters’ and a syllabic notation of the strings.

Once I asked the famous fiddler and fiddle maker Stasys Berenis – whose grandfathers, father, and uncles were skilled folk fiddlers – whether he had ever seen a fiddle with a flat bridge. He answered: ‘Never. It wouldn’t be possible to play with a bridge like that’.

Only three out of the twelve recorded Samogitian fiddlers born in the nineteenth century preferred playing in the impure drone style. However, a more or less constant drone on the open one or two lower strings (and sometimes of the
upper string) was used and could even predominate in the fiddling styles of older fiddlers in many districts of Samogitia. This could be explained by their collective desire to recreate the sounds and harmonies of an ensemble when playing alone. One of these fiddlers was encouraged to use more drones of the open strings by a professionally-taught leader of a folklore ensemble.

In Samogitia, there were many skilled fiddlers with large repertoires, musicians who played masterfully in different ways. Some fiddlers described the performing of older musicians who played in a pure drone style, and could demonstrate how those older fiddlers played.

The majority of the fiddlers who preferred to play tunes in a single voice were documented as coming from Samogitian districts bordering the Klaipėda region (see Figure 16). Many of these musicians were also able to play a brass band instrument. The brass band musicians were proud of being more professional than other folk musicians, and could play from written music.

![Figure 16](image.jpg)

Figure 16 The band of Izidorius Sabonaitis’s family, Tauragė district, Eržvilkas rural-district, Rudžiai village, 1912. Published in Albinas Batavičius, Tauragė šimtmečių vingiuose: žmonės, įvykiai, vaizdai [Town of Tauragė during the centuries: people, events, views] (Vilnius: Tauragė, 2007).

The Drone in the Accompanying Voices of the Lithuanian Bowed String Ensembles

In spite of frequent ties with professional and semi-professional music making, Samogitian fiddlers or string ensembles traditionally had one or more pieces in their repertoires – dances or marches – containing a section which was performed incorporating a constant harmonic pedal. Such distinctive drone tunes or the way
they were arranged had local definitions. From an academic point of view, two distinct tonal functions can be seen in tunes which were perceived by the folk musicians themselves as related to a single function (Lith. *be atmainos*, meaning ‘without changes’). In Telšiai district, such tunes or the style of the arrangement were called ‘in minor mode or key’ (Lith. *su minorium, minorinis*; both the minor mode and sustaining of the harmonic pedal are nowadays uncommon in West-Lithuanian folk music). The bass voice of the ‘Polka in minor mode or key’ was demonstrated separately from the melody by a bass player from the Luokė rural-district of the Telšiai district (recorded in 1973, unfortunately without any explanation). This remained a puzzle to the author until, in 2004, folk fiddlers and other people from Telšiai district clarified what it means. In this area the third fiddle of an ensemble of three fiddles and a bass could play ‘in minor mode’. In the second parts of the ‘March’ and a quadrille-like dance *Šeinas* by the brothers Domininkas and the Jonas Lileikiai group from the same Luokė rural-district, the third fiddler changed from a harmonic pedal on the dominant (a e¹) to the tonic chord right at the end of the piece. The bassist changed the harmonic functions in the usual way, though at first he held the tonic D (see second and sixths bars) before changing it to the dominant function (see Figure 17, overleaf).

This tradition was also known in other parts of Samogitia. In 1937, music performed by a fiddle, concertina, and folk double-bass ensemble from Raseiniai district, Viduklė rural-district, Paalsiai village was recorded. The bass player usually changed the drone’s functions similarly (following the concertina player), but in a part of one polka he did not.

In 1923, in the parish of Linkuva in North Aukštaitija, a famous fiddler called Andrius Bujavičius – tutored by a still more esteemed blind musician, Jonas Gervė – was documented. He used to play with his brother Antanas, who preferred playing bass with a drone of all three open strings (C, E, and G) at once. Notations of his playing show that most of the polkas, other dances and their parts that Andrius Bujavičius played are in the keys of C and/or G, with alternating functions of tonic and dominant.

Historical sources concerning the bowed string bass in Lithuania date back to the middle of the seventeenth century. In Dzūkija, a three stringed bass, carved out of a single piece of wood, was called *karvė* ['a cow'], because its deep tones resembled a cow’s ‘moo’. Though it has not been documented, we can suppose that the Lithuanian musical bow with a bladder resonator (called *pūslė, kiaulės pūslė* ‘pig’s bladder’, *pūslinė, pūslainis* ‘made of bladder’, *boselis* ‘small bass’, *naminė besedla* ‘home bass’) could be played as a drone. The instrument produces a deep sound, and sometimes was played in ensembles like a bowed bass.

The drone in the accompanying parts of Lithuanian string ensembles echoes strong traditions in countries neighboring Lithuania. In Poland, from the end of the seventeenth century up until the end of the nineteenth century, the primary role of an instrument of the *trumseit* type or a stringed bass player was to ‘keep dance time on open strings’ with ‘pure sonoric rhythmic drone’. Piotr Dahlig noted that

The stringed bass instruments replaced the bagpipe and maintained drone music traditions in the dance music sphere: 'Only a very advanced bagpiper could produce a rhythmic drone. It was easier to play such an active drone on basy [...] The musical mentality was changing much slower than the instrumentarium.' The drone remained important in Hungarian ensemble music up until the early twentieth century. According to Bálint Sárosi, not only the bass players of bowed string
ensembles (consisting of one or two fiddles and a bass), but also the brass orchestras ‘were satisfied not with a functional harmonic accompaniment, but drone’.81 In an Estonian fiddler’s duet from Pärnumaa, recorded in 1936, the second fiddler played a sustained drone of D or G and D strings, imitating the drone of the bagpipe.82

Concluding Remarks
The playing styles and general history of Lithuanian folk fiddle music are closely related to regional cultures and musical traditions. Drone fiddling styles are most characteristic of South-Eastern Lithuania (Dzūkija), a region notable for its solo fiddling. In North-Eastern Lithuania (Aukštaitija), considered the most important region for multi-part and drone music making, collective sutartinės, which folk fiddlers used to perform along with dancers and singers at the same time, have been explored. As late as the end of the twentieth century, it was nevertheless acceptable in various ensembles that some fiddlers still played in drone styles, even ones with modern accordions. Thus, the fiddle was played – in drone style, or not – in diverse ensembles that played polyphonic music.

Eastern Lithuanian folk terminology and semantics include mythical beliefs notably one holding that the deeper tunings of the fiddles, the drone (bourdon) in fiddle music, as in other kinds of music, could be perceived as miraculous, related to a mythic view of the world.

In Southern and Western Lithuania, drone fiddling was not as popular as in the Eastern parts of the country. Some fiddlers, mainly in Sudovia, had a special ‘drone tune’ distinguished by its archaic melodies and performance practices. Samogitians preserved the drone in the accompanying voices (third fiddle and bass) of the bowed string ensembles. Particular tunes included sections performed without changing the harmonic pedals or the general style of their arrangements.

In recent decades, traditional Lithuanian folk fiddling styles have been gaining in popularity among new performers of folk fiddle music, and in Lithuania in general. Fiddle tunes performed incorporating drones sound refreshing to younger performers, in part because their modes and chords often stand outside of the major-minor system. Indeed, a few contemporary folk fiddle players show great enthusiasm for learning to play ‘drone tunes’, in spite of their technical challenges. These performers assert that the main reason for taking a fancy to this music is its unusual, extraordinary, and therefore modern sound; they find it attractive and beautiful.
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45 Born in 1933 in the Ukmergė district, Vepriai rural distric, Bečiai village.


47 From the districts of Kupiškis and Ukmergė.
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67 Born in the Seinai district, Punska rural district, Kalinavas village, lived in the Marijampolė district, Sangrūda rural district, Naujoji Radiškė village.
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